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RFID For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Somewhere, separated from you by just a few degrees, is not Kevin Bacon,
but an 800-pound gorilla demanding that you adopt radio frequency identification,
or RFID — a technology you may have never even heard of until
just a few months ago. Chances are that gorilla wears a stylish blue smock
with a yellow smiley face on it...
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Professional Linux ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 2000
By tapping the strengths of the open-source movement, developers can  write custom Linux software without spending a dime on licensing fees. Aimed at  the experienced C/C++ programmer, Professional Linux Programming provides  a wide-ranging and hands-on guide to the different pieces of the puzzle that are  required to program successfully...
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Marketing IT Products and ServicesCRC Press, 2009
Characterized by lightning quick innovation, abrupt shifts in technology, and shorter lifecycles, the marketing of IT products and services presents a unique set of challenges and often requires IT managers and developers to get involved in the marketing process. Marketing IT Products and Services is written to help busy IT...
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10 Don'ts on Your Digital Devices: The Non-Techie's Survival Guide to Cyber Security and PrivacyApress, 2014

	In nontechnical language and engaging style, 10 Don’ts on Your Digital Devices explains to non-techie users of PCs and handheld devices exactly what to do and what not to do to protect their digital data from security and privacy threats at home, at work, and on the road. These include chronic threats such as malware and...
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Signal Processing in Noise Waveform Radar (Artech House Radar Library)Artech House Publishers, 2013

	This book is devoted to the emerging technology of noise waveform radar and its signal processing aspects. It is a new kind of radar, which use noise-like waveform to illuminate the target. The book includes an introduction to basic radar theory, starting from classical pulse radar, signal compression, and wave radar. The book then discusses...
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Hyperspectral Data Processing: Algorithm Design and AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Hyperspectral Data Processing: Algorithm Design and Analysis is a culmination of the research conducted in the Remote Sensing Signal and Image Processing Laboratory (RSSIPL) at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County. Specifically, it treats hyperspectral image processing and hyperspectral signal processing as separate subjects in...
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Compiler Design: Virtual MachinesSpringer, 2010

	While compilers for high-level programming languages are large complex software systems, they have particular characteristics that differentiate them from other software systems. Their functionality is almost completely well-defined – ideally there exist complete precise descriptions of the source and target languages, while additional...
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Advanced JavaScript: Speed up web development with the powerful features and benefits of JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Gain a deeper understanding of JavaScript and apply it to build small applications in backend, frontend, and mobile frameworks.

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the new ES6 syntax, the event loop, and asynchronous programming
	
			Learn the test-driven development approach when building...
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Apache Cordova 3 ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2013

	This is a book about programming cross-platform mobile applications using Apache Cordova 3 (with  some coverage of PhoneGap 3 as well). In Apache Cordova 3, the Cordova development team made  some dramatic changes in the framework, and this book is what you need to understand what Cordova 3  is all about. The book can be...
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Embedded Linux: Hardware, Software, and InterfacingAddison Wesley, 2002
Embedded Linux covers the development and implementation of interfacing applications on an embedded Linux platform. It includes a comprehensive discussion of platform selection, crosscompilation, kernel compilation, root filesystem creation, booting, remote debugging, real-world interfacing, application control, data...
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Microsoft Exchange Server Survival Guide (Version 4.0.)Sams Publishing, 1996
Microsoft Exchange Server is quickly becoming a popular product in Microsoft's BackOffice suite. As the weeks go by
since its April, 1996 introduction, the momentum behind Exchange Server continues to build. In its first version,
Exchange Server 4.0 is a powerful, feature-rich product that is finding its rightful place in the hands of the...
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Cancer Chemoprevention: Volume 1: Promising Cancer Chemopreventive Agents (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development) (v. 1)Humana Press, 2004

	A comprehensive reference survey on the identification and development of promising cancer chemopreventive agents that will help stimulate further novel research and new approvable drugs. For each agent, the authors review the relevant mechanisms of action, the criteria for populations benefiting from intervention, the safety and...
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